
Thank you.
Oman has a way of getting into your heart and soul, and staying with you long 
after you leave. From the tranquillity of the wadis, to the steep and rugged 
mountains, the rich culture and the warm hospitality of its people, Oman is a 
magical place, offering discovery and diversity at its very best. We thank you for 
sharing your beautiful country, it was an absolute privilege.

Today it’s more common than ever to snap a photo of a gorgeous sunset, but we want to take a minute to acknowledge Jamie Baker and 
Timothy Fare-Matthews for their professionalism. In honour of this beautiful book celebrating Oman, we would like to pay tribute to chasing 
sunsets, capturing the true essence of the people and place and taking photography to a whole new level.





Previous page left: Part of Wadi Bani Khalid situated in the  
Northern Governorate of the Eastern Region of Oman. 

Previous page right : Shangri-La Barr Al Jissah Resort and 
Spa, Sultanate of Oman as seen from the air. 

Right: A traditional Omani front door located in one of  
the many rose farms covering Jebel Akhdar, part of the  
Al Hajar Mountain range, Oman.   

Far right: An abandoned village rests above the green belt 
of palm trees located in Birkat Al Mouz.



This page: Shariqiya Sands, or still locally referred to 
as Wahiba Sands is  located between Muscat and Sur.  
Some of the locals are seen here enjoying the sunset.





This page: Looking across Bahla towards it’s  
historical Fort, notably with its extensive wall (sur),  
sentry walk and watchtowers.  





Previous page left:  Wahiba (Shariqiya) Sands in 
the early morning.

Previous page right: A traditional Omani  
gentleman living in Jebel Akhdar, part of the 
Al Hajar Mountain range, Oman.

Left: Falaj irrigation system located under the date 
palms in the well known village of Birkat Al Mouz.



Left: Birkat Al Mouz translates to ‘Pool of banana’.  
Here one of the locals is seen scaling a date palm  
in order to harvest the fruit.

Next page: Exploring the secluded coves in  
Bandar Al Khyran.  





Right: Discovering one of many secluded beaches  
situated in Bandar Al Khyran. 

Next pages: Preparing for another busy day at  
Nizwa Animal Market. 







Previous page left: Star trails above Jebel Akhdar.

Previous page right: Wahiba (Shariqiya) Sands from the air.

Left: Located 2,000 metres above sea level in the Al Hajar 
Mountains, Alila Jebel Akhdar provides the perfect haven 
for those seeking tranquillity and panoramic views.

Next page: A Rose Distiller proudly produces rose water in 
one of the many rose farms covering Jebel Akhdar, part of 
the Al Hajar Mountain range, Oman.  







Previous pages: Taking time to contemplate and reflect inside  
The National Museum, the Sultanate’s flagship cultural institution. 

Opposite: Walking through the arcade of the Grand Mosque.

Far right: Evening views from Jebel Akhdar.

Next page left: Relaxing at Wadi Arbiyyin.

Next page right: Sultan Qaboos Grand Mosque in Muscat as seen 
from the air. The Grand Mosque occupies 416,000sqm and is built 
from 300,000 tons of Indian sandstone.







Right and above: A pair of camels and their riders make 
their way through Wahiba (Shariqiya) Sands.

Previous pages: Part of a traditional Omani front door  
located in one of the villages covering Jebel Akhdar, part  
of the Al Hajar Mountain range, Oman.   

Below: Omani hospitality at it’s best! 

Next pages: The hanging lamps of Kargeen and souqs. 







Previous page: Dune bashing in Wahiba  
(Shariqiya) Sands.

Left: Enjoying the last of the sunset  
at Wahiba (Shariqiya) Sands.

Next pages: Discovering one of many secluded 
beaches situated in Bandar Al Khyran. 





Right: Exploring Mutrah Souq. 

Next page: Trading at Nizwa Souq and  
Nizwa Animal Market. 







Right and above: Relaxing at Wadi Arbiyyin.

Previous page left: Muscat Hills Resort as seen by the air.

Previous page left: Traditional Arabic greeting in Wahiba 
(Shariqiya) Sands.

Next page main: On route to Wadi Arbiyyin. 

Next page right: Wadi Bani Khalid situated in the  
Northern Governorate of the Eastern Region of Oman. 





Right: Exploring Wadi Arbiyyin. 

Next page left: Old tree at Wadi Bani Habi

Next page right: Muscat Corniche.





Below and left: Beautifully ornate arches at the  
entrance to the Sultan Qaboos Grand Mosque in Muscat.

Far left: Intricately carved door at Bait Al Zubair, a 
museum situated in Muscat.  

Next page: Lunch at the abandoned village,  
Wadi Bani Habib.







Previous page left: Beautiful stained glass window 
and ceremonial dagger found at Bait Al Zubair, a 
museum situated in Muscat.  

Previous page right: A rare white Plumeria  
Frangipani flower.

Far Left: History written in stone. One of the many 
watch towers located in Oman’s Interior.  

Left: A typical ornamented Omani front door.  

Next page: Wahiba (Shariqiya) Sands from two 
different perspectives. 







Previous page: The National Museum, the  
Sultanate’s flagship cultural institution. 

Next page left: Located in the heart of Muscat, 
Kargeen offers Middle Eastern cuisine in a tranquil  
courtyard setting.  





Previous page: Dressed for an evening of culture 
at the Royal Opera House, Muscat.

Right: Muscat in full bloom!  

Next page: Arriving for a perfomance at the Royal 
Opera House, Muscat.



Left and above: Located 2,000 metres above sea 
level in the Al Hajar Mountains, Alila Jebel Akhdar 
provides the perfect haven for those seeking  
tranquillity and panoramic views.

Next page left: Bedu (Bedouin) goats at Wahiba 
Sands (Sharqiya Sands) Oman.

Next page left: A herd of donkeys in the  
Al Hajar Mountains.







Previous page left: Muscat Harbour Mina.

Previous page right: One of the golden domes found along  
Muttrah Corniche Promenade, Muscat. 

Left and above: Amongst the palms of Birkat Al Mouz.

Next pages: Marina Bandar Al Rowdha in Muscat which  
includes the traditional dhow boats.







Previous page left: Nizwa Fort.

Previous page right: Travelling to Shangri-La Al Jissah 
Resort and Spa.

This page : One of a thousand watch towers situated    in 
Oman. This particular one if located in Nizwa market place.

Far right: Camping in style. One of the Bedouin-style tents 
in Desert Nights, situated in Wahiba (Shariqiya) Sands.



Above: Oman’s rugged coastline on route to Bandar Al Khyran.

Right: Marina Bandar Al Rowdha.

Last page: A proud Omani man working as a Rose Distiller in one 
of the many rose farms covering Jebel Akhdar, part of the Al Hajar 
Mountain range, Oman.  




